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Human-Level AIHuman-Level AI



Look like human

Do as human

Think as human

Many tasks that humans can do, 
humans cannot yet make computers 
do.



Biology

(psychology, neurophysiology)

understand the problems which the understand the problems which the 
world present to intelligence



bounded informatic situation

(What should take into account is 
decided by a person before)

e.g. physical sciences

common sense informatic situation



common sense 

informatic situation



to find the height of a building 

using a barometer (기압계)



Drop the barometer from the top of 
the building and measure the time?

Measure the height and length of the Measure the height and length of the 
shadow of the barometer and 
measure the length of the shadow of 
the building?



Clearly it is not possible to bind in 
advance the common sense 
knowledge of the world that may be 
relevant to grading the problem!relevant to grading the problem!





mathematical logicmathematical logic



Imprecise Concepts

� Mathematical logic has been concerned 
with how people ought to think rather 
than how people do think.

� modal logic (knowledge, belief, 
obligation)

� nonmonotonic reasoning



Approximate Concepts

� a solid knowledge structure

� When a concept is inherently 
approximate, it is a waste of time to try approximate, it is a waste of time to try 
to give it a precise definition



Example

� The exact pieces of rock and ice that 
constitute Mount Everest are unclear. 

For many rocks, there is no truth of the � For many rocks, there is no truth of the 
matter as to whether it is part of Mount 
Everest.

� (necessary & sufficient conditions)



nonmonotonicnonmonotonic

reasoning



NONMONOTONIC REASONING

� If A->c and A⊂B then B->c

� Some conclusions can’t be made if there 
were more information.were more information.

�Elaboration Elaboration Elaboration Elaboration tolerancetolerancetolerancetolerance
� the ability to elaborate a statement of 

some facts without having to start all over



� determining the height of a building, we 
form a bounded context and try to solve 
the problem within it.

� However, at any time more facts can be � However, at any time more facts can be 
added, e.g. about the precision with 
which the time for the barometer to fall 
can be estimated using a stop watch and 
also the possibilities of acquiring a stop 
watch.



Reasoning about events

—especially actions



determine the effects of an explicitly given 
sequence of actions

not having to state what does not change

not having to state all the precondition

(wearing clothes in airline travel)

how to treat side-effects of eventshow to treat side-effects of events

elaboration tolerance involved

(adding descriptions of the effects of 
additional events without having to change 
the descriptions of the events already 
described.)



Introspection and Introspection and 

self-awareness

Heuristics



∗ specialized vs. general

Heuristics

∗ a little bit of AI 

vs. a lot of computing

∗ (chess)

∗ postponable variables
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